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(Jesus speaking: ) When something seems bigger than normal and is in your/ and thus My thoughts, 

often, I might have something I want to say. Did you think about that? Giving Me a chance is 

relieving for Me. I want a chance to speak. 

***  

(Spirit being speaking: ) To get more out of life you have to reach out of the usual, the comfort 

zones; and reach for the eternal.  

Want to learn to spirit connect? Then you need something pushing you out of one zone and into the 

next. When nearly all avenues for speaking and heart sharing and mind connecting are removed, 

that is the perfect condition for learning to reach out in the spirit.  

Who do you want to ring up? There are those of us ready on call to take your requests and get you 

the needed clearance. I’ll be waiting for your call. As do others.  

It’s more than just “getting a prophecy” but more like being online and having a conversation with a 

mate in the realm you can’t quite touch yet.  

Let this situation push you up, up further, to learn new means of connecting.  

 

We can love through the storm and then it won’t be so bad. That’s what we are for, to shield you 

from the blows and to comfort you. With love it goes by fast. So the more you are getting Jesus’ 

love, the less the time wears on you.  

I’m here on commission, to comfort your aching heart. We can have some fun. There’s nothing like 

leaving the seen realm behind and reaching for the new zone’s of work and pleasure. 

Don’t let things get you down, just pick up speed with your heavenly team. 

Let’s a have a spirit call. It’s something you really should try, as it hones your weapon of prophecy, 

just listening in and hearing from your mates in the spirit realm. 

I’m not as far away as you think.  

***  

(Spirit helper speaking: ) We’re taking you in for a landing. You are flying, that’s why you don’t feel 

the footing on the solid ground. Where are we taking you? Somewhere new, where you can learn 

new things. As hard as it was for your dear little soul, did you have what you needed for today? Can 

you make it through another day? It won’t be more than you can bear.  

Just keep loving Jesus and you’ll keep having whatever you need. 

 

 

 

 


